BLUVAULT
THE CLOUD’S GOT YOUR

BACK(UP). SAFER AND
MORE SECURE THAN
EVER.

Secure endpoint backups
designed for Office 365 users

DATASHEET

Complete backup on the
cloud with 100% security
BluVault is a powerful and secure data backup
solution in the cloud. You can now move all your
end-point and server backup to Microsoft’s
OneDrive for Business smoothly and with total data
security. BluVault encrypts the data before it leaves
your network making the security even more
stronger. The hybrid deployment mechanism in
BluVault lets you control what stays on-premise and
what goes on to the cloud.

Security, privacy and confidentiality
BluVault , combined with BluKrypt, Parablu’s
Privacy Gateway solution, not only enables
powerful encryption with fine grained access
control, it also obfuscates files and folders
completely, before writing data to OneDrive for
Business, so you know your enterprise data is safe.

Overcome OneDrive Limitations
Any file, any folder
Parablu copies files to OneDrive, no matter where
they live on the endpoint – not just the OneDrive
folder. BluVault does not depend on the OneDrive
Sync client. It integrates directly with Office 365
APIs.

OneDrive is built on top of Sharepoint and is
therefore quite different than other cloud
storage targets. With BluVault you can
overcome OneDrive limitations around file
sizes, folder sizes, special characters and
upload / download limits.

Policy based management

Self-service Interface

Parablu’s BluVault provides policy based
management of several important enterprise
parameters, such as user management, backup
scheduling, file/folder inclusions and exclusions,
file type selection and file type filters.

Offers the flexibility to be configured with
administrator set policies or allow users to choose
what to backup, discover how protected their files
are and do their own restores. BluVault’s easy-touse interface means that users can initiate their own
restores without requiring an administrator to get
involved.

Backup server on-premise

Multiple Deployment Options

Secure sharing

Install Parablu on-premise for a highly secure
deployment, in the cloud for easy management, or
in a hybrid mode to get the best of both options.

Files that you choose to share are stored securely
in the cloud without compromising privacy or
confidentiality. The solution is scalable to address
vast geographical spread and large user bases.
BluVault generates a link that you can copy into an
email to send, or will even send the email for you.
Worried that the link may end up in the wrong
hands? No problem. Parablu gives you policy based
sharing with password protection, read-only access,
and even allows expiration of document links.

CPU Throttling
Allows administrators to control the impact the
Parablu agent has on the endpoint by adjusting
CPU usage levels up or down.

Partial file transfer

Network bandwidth optimization

BluVault’s backup agent can detect the
modified content inside a file and send only
changed data instead of the entire file on
subsequent incremental backups.

BluVault helps you control data flow based on
network availability with network throttling to limit
usage of your valuable bandwidth.

Backup server in the cloud

File versions

De-duplication & compression

Allows the backup administrator the option to
maintain multiple file versions and control aging /
retention of versions based on policy.

Smart sub-file level de-duplication combined with
data compression saves network bandwidth and
valuable storage space.

Hybrid approach to serve users both inside and outside the office

Governance

Litigation hold

All administrator actions, such as tracking
progress and status of backups can be executed
from an easy-to-use web portal interface.

Allows administrators to assign special policies to
identified users which align to Legal Hold
requirements.

AD & Azure AD Support

Single sign-on

Integrate easily with enterprise namespaces,
such as Active Directory and Azure Active
Directory. AD and AAD can be used not just for
authentication but also to provision and deprovision users.

SSO eliminates password reset phone calls,
protects against unauthorized access and
integrates with your enterprise’s LDAP or Active
Directory.

Enterprise audit trail
The solution is completely auditable. All touch
points on the system get audited automatically.
Parablu’s easy to use dashboard and granular
reports make backup management a cinch.

Global solution
BluVault can scale along with your business to
multiple offices globally. BluVault works across
different locations still allowing convenient and
centralized policy administration. It is easy to build
in redundancy and fail-over in the architecture to
ensure that you have zero downtime.

ABOUT US
Parablu, an award-winning provider of secure data management solutions, engineers new-age cloud data
protection solutions for the digital enterprise. Our Privacy Gateway powered solutions protect enterprise data
completely and provide total visibility into all data movement. Our suite of products include: BluKrypt - a
Privacy Gateway that completely secures critical data on the cloud, BluVault - a powerful and secure data
backup solution designed for the cloud, BluSync - a secure file sharing and collaboration solution for the agile
enterprise, and BluDrive - a secure file transfer solution. These solutions easily integrate with your existing
infrastructure making it a seamless solution for your enterprise data protection and management needs.
Get a demo today.
www.parablu.com

GET A DEMO

info@parablu.com

